
Appendix B 

Strategic Business Continuity Implementation Plan 

The table below outlines activities to meet with the strategic objectives.  

Strategic objectives 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16          Progress 

1. Establish and maintain a strategic framework 
for business continuity  

Write new framework 

  

Review framework Started August 2013. Consultation with stakeholders completed. 
Endorsed. Published and half page write up posted in March 14 

 Revise Policy and Strategy to  

interlink more effectively with  

new framework 

  Strategy reviewed and included in framework document. Policy 
reviewed at time of writing framework. However due for annual 
standard review in June 2014. 

2. Raise Awareness / access Develop annual newsletter Develop framework to include BC in ICT major incident 
reviews 

No evidence of any appetite for a newsletter. Focus was placed on 
raising awareness during the Business Continuity Awareness Week 
in March 14. 

Explore development of BC notice boards as per Hampshire  

Constabulary (consulting relevant stakeholders) 
 These have been established and can be found in all the larger 

stations / buildings. Some basic training also provided on Business 
Continuity for Health & Safety Co-ordinators in March 14 

 Make better use of Business Continuity Awareness 
Week (BCAW) 

Worked closely with Corporate Communications Department 
resulting in publication of a number of articles on Knowzone, 
Management Briefing and Thamesview in March 2014 

 Make use of benchmarking with other forces (national  

group audit idea) 

Only general conversations to date. No appetite for a more 
formalised approach at this time but this will be pursued further later 
in 2014 

3. Plan exercises and  improve process of 
sharing lessons learnt 

(A BC disruption will only counted as an 
exercise where lessons learnt have been 
written up and actions taken forward) 

Initiate documentation of action 
owners and lessons learnt at 
time of exercise (Sept 13) 

  This will commence at the September Roads Policing exercise. In 
place and has been used on other exercises conducted this year 
(2014) 

Ensure all relevant stakeholders are made aware of lessons learnt from exercises and  

incidents 

This information has been shared with those who take part and 
presented at the Strategic Business Continuity Co-ordinating Group 
and summarised for the Force Risk Management Group 

Start log of incidents that can be developed into case  

studies showing clear lessons learnt 

 Log has been redesigned to clearly show what causes an incident, 
what the impact has been and what lessons were learnt. The 
Wychwood House incident was used as an example during the 
Business Continuity Awareness week.   

Custody Exercise.  

Exercise Roads Policing Plan  

(Sept) Plan exercise for  

Property Services 

Exercise Property  

Services and PVP Plan  

2015 – plan for 2016  

exercises 

 The custody exercise resulted in aspects of exercise being included 
in future Custody Sergeant training.  
Property Services resulted in a number of actions still being pursued 
plus initiating the documentation of a risk relating to the capacity of a 
reducing estate. Plans are being developed for a further exercises 
based on a denial of access scenario at a large location that contains 
critical functions.  

4 Develop and improve BCP’s  Reorganise content of BCP information if required to  

take into account lessons learnt 

No significant requirements identified at this stage. 

Develop short version plan for non critical departments   Use lessons learnt from WWH fire. This will be explored further 
during development of overarching plan for HQ South 

Joint working with Hampshire Constabulary on developing 
BCP for JOU 

 Some information has been obtained and meetings held with the 
Dogs Department and Roads Policing. Unfortunately the experience 
of the floods in Hampshire caused a delay in taking this forward 
more quickly 

 


